POLICY COMPLIANCE

Automates security configuration assessments to reduce risks and for continuous compliance

Everything you need for continuous security & compliance
Buy Qualys PC as a standalone application or as part of the Qualys Cloud Platform. It’s a security and compliance hub where you can discover, secure and protect all of your global IT assets wherever they reside.

The Qualys Security and Compliance Suite includes these valuable tools:

- AV – AssetView
- CM – Continuous Monitoring
- VM – Vulnerability Management
- PC – Policy Compliance
- SAQ – Security Assessment Questionnaire
- PCI – PCI Compliance
- WAS – Web App Scanning
- WAF – Web App Firewall
- MD – Malware Detection
- SEAL – Qualys Secure Seal

Qualys Policy Compliance (PC) is a cloud service that performs automated security configuration assessments on IT systems throughout your network. It helps you to reduce risk and continuously comply with internal policies and external regulations.

Built on the world’s leading cloud-based security and compliance platform, Qualys PC frees you from the substantial cost, resource and deployment issues associated with traditional software products. Known for its fast deployment, ease of use, unparalleled scalability, and rich integration with enterprise GRC systems, Qualys PC is relied upon by leading companies around the world.

Datasheet: Qualys Policy Compliance
Benefits:

Cut compliance costs by reducing the effort and time required to assess your systems throughout your organization.

Integrate PC into your processes by sharing configuration data with your GRC, ticketing and help desk applications to centralize information and assign tasks.

Key Features:

**Qualys Cloud Platform**
Revolutionize both security and compliance with the industry’s most integrated, scalable and extensible cloud platform.

- Deliver & manage multiple solutions from a single environment.
- Deploy immediately from a public or private cloud – fully managed by Qualys and always up-to-date.
- Scales up globally, on demand.
- Centralize discovery of host assets for multiple types of assessments.
- Organize host asset groups to match the structure of your business.

**Define Policies**
Interactively set up IT standards for hardening configurations and complying with relevant regulations.

- Define configuration policies required for different environments and assets.
- Draw from a built-in library of extensively used policies certified by CIS, including COBIT, ISO, NIST, ITIL, HIPAA, FFIEC, NERC-CIP and User Defined Regulatory Cross Reference.
- Create custom policies via an interactive web-based editor.
- Use a previously-scanned host as a “golden image.”
- Use SCAP content streams.
- Import and export policies to share with other subscriptions.

**Specify Controls**
Select host and application settings to automatically check for each policy.

- Interactively choose which configuration settings to monitor.
- Select from a rich library of controls for OSes, network devices, databases and applications.
- Create custom controls without writing code or scripts.
- Test controls immediately without rescanning or reporting.
- Monitor the integrity of files and watch for changes.
- See how controls relate to critical frameworks and regulations.

**Datasheet:** Qualys Policy Compliance
Key Features continued:

Assess
Scan and analyze OS and application configurations on each target host.

- Scan anywhere on premise, or in private or public clouds from a single console.
- Scan behind your firewall securely with Scanner Appliances managed by Qualys.
- Scan quickly and efficiently on demand or on a schedule.
- Store configuration information offsite with secure audit trails.
- Assess deeply with authenticated scans.

Remediate
Fix violations and configuration “drift” early – before audits – and manage exceptions centrally.

- Catch configuration “drift” while it’s easy to fix.
- Manage exceptions via a documented approvals process.
- Be confident that audits will show compliance, not uncover violations.

Inform
Customize comprehensive reports to document progress for IT, business executives, risk managers and auditors.

- Report any time, any place – without rescanning.
- Document that policies are followed and lapses get fixed.
- Enable data-driven risk and compliance management.

Collect Info via Qualys Security Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ)
Integrated solution automates a traditionally manual process, frees you from unreliable and labor-intensive approaches, and optimizes accuracy for audits. QS lets you combine procedural controls analysis with technical assessment – automatically and ready for correlation.

- Automate risk and compliance data gathering through campaigns.
- Customizable templates for defining questionnaires.
- Out-of-box templates are provided by Qualys.
- Easily track overall campaign progress & response activity in real time.

About Qualys
Qualys, Inc. (NASDAQ: QLYS) is a pioneer and leading provider of cloud-based security and compliance solutions with over 8,800 customers in more than 100 countries, including a majority of each of the Forbes Global 100 and Fortune 100. Qualys solutions help organizations simplify security operations and lower the cost of compliance by delivering critical security intelligence on demand and automating the full spectrum of auditing, compliance and protection for IT systems and web applications. Founded in 1999, Qualys has established strategic partnerships with leading managed service providers and consulting organizations. Qualys is a founding member of the Cloud Security Alliance. For more information, please visit www.qualys.com.